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Fitzpatrick is always as efficient and professional
as possible. Until her billionaire boss, Lucas
Conway, looks at her with a fiery intensity she
just can’t resist. Only now Tara has the
mortifying task of flying to New York to tell
him—a renowned bachelor whose least favourite
word is family—that their electrifying night in his
bed had the most scandalous of consequences!
Follow Cinderella to glamorous New York!
Bound by Their Nine-Month Scandal-Dani Collins
2019-11-01 Her bombshell: “I’m pregnant.” His
demand: “Marry me…” Painfully insecure and
media-shy heiress Pia is duty-bound to marry
well. So illegitimate Angelo is completely
unsuitable husband material. Yet this irresistible
Spanish tech tycoon seduces Pia with an evening
of bliss…that leaves her pregnant! Pia can’t
afford a scandal, but Angelo wants to publicly
claim his heir. Now to control the headlines, Pia
must wed the only man who has ever made her
feel. With Angelo posing a danger to her wellguarded heart, can she step into the
spotlight—with the wedding of the century?
Lady Mercy Danforthe Flirts with Scandal-Jayne
Fresina 2013-06-04 Praise for The Most Improper
Miss Sophie Valentine: "Eminently
witty."—Publishers Weekly "A unique historical
romance."—Booklist When a Perfectly Proper
Lady... Lady Mercy Danforthe always has a plan.
It's what makes her such a successful
matchmaker, and why she's obligated to spend a
great deal of time generously organizing the lives
of her friends and family. But there's one man
beyond her help. One man whose recklessness
she can't rein in; whose chaos she can't contain.
Her ex-husband, Rafe Hartley. Her one—and
only!—mistake. Flirts with a Reckless Rogue...
Rafe has never forgiven Mercy for running out on
him. Their hastily annulled marriage may have
one lasted three hours, but that doesn't mean he

The Tortured Rake (Bad Blood, Book 1)-Sarah
Morgan 2011-05-01 Nathaniel. . . Icon. Celebrity.
Heartthrob. Underneath the movie star’s good
looks is a man battling with the demons of his
past. No one knows the real Nathaniel, they only
see the pin-up, the man he pretends to be. Until
one night he is forced to rely on Katie Field, an
ordinary young woman from a very different
world to Nathaniel’s.
A Night of Scandal-Sarah Morgan 2011-07-01
Nathaniel…Icon. Celebrity. Heartthrob. But
underneath his movie-star good looks, he’s
battling with the demons of his past. No one
knows the real Nathaniel, they only see the
pinup, the illusion he pretends to be. Then one
night he is forced to rely on Katie Field, an
ordinary young woman from a very different
world. She may be starstruck but she isn’t
blinded by the bright lights of fame. Can
Nathaniel trust her enough to reveal the real
man behind the mask? Let the seduction begin….
One Night...Nine-Month Scandal-Sarah Morgan
2015-08-17 She sold the Zagorakis diamond…but
he’ll buy her back! A bright red, sleek Ferrari in
the English village of Little Molting was always
going to create a sti—but for schoolteacher Kelly
it only means one thing. Her ex, Alekos
Zagorakis, has stormed back into her life the way
he left it: completely on his own terms. Four
years ago Kelly stood, bouquet in hand, realizing
that her gorgeous Greek groom wasn’t walking
down the aisle to meet her. Now he’s come back
to claim what’s rightfully his—and that includes
one night with Kelly…with a nine-month
consequence!
The Argentinian's Baby of Scandal-Sharon
Kendrick 2019-08-01 “I’m…pregnant.” The
consequence of his seduction! Housekeeper Tara
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needs her help finding a proper wife. Someone
needs to teach little Miss Know-It-All a lesson
about keeping her adorably freckled nose out of
other people's business. And it just so happens
that Mercy "Silky Drawers" Danforthe still owes
him a wedding night... A Scandal's Never Far
Behind
A Night of No Return-Sarah Morgan 2012-11-01
Money, charm and sensual skills don't make up
for a heart colder than ice… Wild parties, wanton
women, relentless work—nothing helps tycoon
Lucas Jackson escape his dark and haunting past.
Arriving at his rural castle in a snarling
snowstorm, he craves only complete isolation.…
But it seems oblivion can take an unexpected and
highly intoxicating form! Personally delivering
the vital file left on her boss's desk, secretary
Emma Gray starts to seriously regret her dutiful
overtime mission. She never expected the dark
side of the usually controlled Lucas could
generate such a primitive, powerful—and entirely
inappropriate—reaction.
Prince of Scandal-Annie West 2011-08-01 Ruling
prince… Raul, Prince of Maritz, is furious that an
archaic law is forcing him to wed. But scandal
and unrest has dogged this prince for years, and
a marriage to recently discovered princess Luisa
Hardwicke will help bring stability to the
monarchy. …reluctant princess Only, Luisa is an
outspoken, mud–splattered farm girl, who isn't
going to come quietly! Even as she's reluctantly
transformed into polished perfection, Luisa
challenges Raul at every turn—and he finds
himself anticipating their wedding night with an
excitement he never imagined he'd feel…
Last Night's Scandal-Loretta Chase 2010-07-27
“One of the finest romance authors of all time.”
—New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn
“[Loretta Chase has] a rare talent for creating
crackling sexual tension and characters so fresh
and compelling that readers won’t be able to
forget them.” — New York Times bestselling
author Susan Elizabeth Phillips Romance
superstar Stephanie Laurens calls the novels of
Loretta Chase, “Wickedly witty, warm, and
engaging.” With Last Night’s Scandal, RITA
Award-winning, New York Times bestseller
Chase reaches glorious new heights. Last Night’s
Scandal is a deliciously passionate, emotionally
rich historical romance about the most unlikely
pair of would-be lovers imaginable, who just
can’t seem to escape each other…no matter how
hard they try.
Marriage on the Rebound-Michelle Reid
2019-03-11 Read this classic, passionate romance
from USA Today bestselling author Michelle
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Reid, now available for the first time in e-book!
Jilted at the altar! Shaan Saketa has heard the
words before but never thought they would apply
to her. Humiliated and alone, she stands facing a
thousand guests when her boss, ruthless tycoon
Rafe Danvers, makes a shocking proposal.
Suddenly she finds herself married to the wrong
man and whisked away on a honeymoon! Rafe
has always suspected that there was more to his
mousy secretary than meets the eye, and he’s
right. But as he indulges in exquisite nights little
does he know that Shaan is wondering just how
ruthless he really is and just how far he went to
have her in his bed! Originally published in 1997
Ethan's Temptress Bride-Michelle Reid
2020-02-10 Read this classic romance by USA
Today bestselling author Michelle Reid! Tempted
to make her his bride? Millionaire Ethan Hayes
considered Eve to be a spoilt little rich girl hellbent on bringing men to their knees. But when
she was senselessly attacked, Ethan offered to
pose as her fiancé to calm her elderly Greek
grandfather’s fears. Suddenly Ethan was with
Eve 24/7, and it was all he could do to prevent
himself from giving in to temptation. Because, at
the end of the coming fortnight, their mock
engagement would be over. Then, surely, Ethan
would be forgotten as Eve continued on her
wicked, teasing way…? Originally published in
2002.
One Night Heir-Lucy Monroe 2013-07-01 Only a
royal wedding… Bitter life lessons have taught
Crown Prince Maksim Yurkovich that duty must
come before desire. His country needs an heir, so
when he discovers his lover can't have children,
he must sever their ties. Only Maks can't resist
spending one last night in her bed. …can avert
this royal scandal! Now he faces the biggest
diplomatic crisis of his life. Against all odds,
Gillian Harris has become pregnant. Maks's royal
reserve masks the heart of a fierce Cossack
warrior—one who is not above using their mutual
passion to convince a hurt, wary Gillian that she
must be his queen!
Scandal: His Majesty's Love-Child-Annie West
2010-07-01 Speculation surrounding exiled rebel
Prince Tahir Al'Ramiz has reached fever pitch!
After being spotted causing mayhem in an
exclusive Monte Carlo casino, Tahir decides to fly
home for his brother's coronation. But when the
remains of his helicopter are discovered, the
worst is assumed…. Until he comes back from
the dead, with no explanation as to how he
survived! Now a mysterious beauty has moved
into the palace. Rumors of a pregnancy
abound…. Could it be that this notorious playboy
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prince's lost days in the desert camouflaged a
secret affair?
THE CONTAXIS BABY-Kanako Uesugi
2020-09-26 What are his true intentions? “A
horrible woman who drove her boyfriend,
Connor, to his death.” That’s the cruel reputation
that haunts Lizzie. But worse still is the truth
about Connor, which Lizzie refuses to reveal.
With a heavy heart, Lizzie agrees to a friend’s
invitation for a night out. There, she draws the
eye of a Greek man named Sebastian. She spends
the night with him…but little does she know, his
true intention is revenge!
Breath of Scandal-Sandra Brown 2013-02-26
AVAILABLE AS AN EBOOK FOR THE FIRST
TIME! On a rainy Southern night, Jade Sperry
endured a young woman's worst nightmare at the
hands of three local hell-raisers. Robbed of her
youthful ideals and at the center of scandal and
tragedy, Jade ran as far and as fast as she could.
But she never forgot the sleepy "company town"
where every man, woman, and child was
dependent on one wealthy family. And she never
forgot their spoiled son, who, with his two
friends, changed her life forever. Someday,
somehow, she'd return, exact a just revenge -and free herself from fear, and the powerful
family that could destroy her.
LOVE IN THE DARK-Charlotte Lamb 2020-02-11
Stephanie lives in a small town by the sea, far
away from people’s attention, to avoid a fiveyear-old incident. Then a man shows up in front
of her and Ewan, her lover. It's none other than
Gerard, who knows what happened five years
ago! Scared of the past coming out in the open,
Stephanie makes a risky proposition to Gerard:
she’ll be his possession as long as he keeps his
mouth shut…
Savage Courtship-Susan Napier 2012-07-16
Who's Been Sleeping In His Bed? "I can't deny
that it's a common male fantasy to be seduced by
a beautiful stranger who conveniently vanishes
afterwards…." Vanessa could kick herself! It had
been a simple misunderstanding…how dared
Benedict Savage imply that she'd deliberately set
out to seduce him? The very idea was
outrageous, he simply wasn't her type! No matter
that he was the last word in cool, suave
sophistication—he was also her boss, and a
formidable sexual predator into the bargain. But
Vanessa had no intention of falling prey to his
dark charm—had Benedict met his match at last?
The Secret Baby Scandal-Jennie Lucas
2011-08-23 Two intense and passionate stories in
one special volume by two USA TODAY
bestselling authors!
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A NIGHT WITH THE SOCIETY PLAYBOY-Ally
Blake 2016-04-18 Ava has returned home for her
brother's wedding after being away for eight
years; there she encounters her brother's best
friend, Caleb?the same man who took her
virginity at the high school prom and then
proceeded to go to the Caribbean with another
girl the very next day. No doubt the bonds trader
still lives in the lap of luxury, galavanting with
gorgeous women every day. In her anger, she
fails to notice the predator's hunger in Caleb's
eyes when he sees how beautiful she has grown.
THE PLAYBOY OF PUERTO BANUS-Carol
Marinelli 2017-11-11 【A story by USA Today
bestselling author becomes a comic!】In order to
save her beloved family, Estelle decides to take
up an audacious job. She is to accompany a
politician to a party and play the part of his
mistress. Dressed up in an elegant dress, she
catches the eye of billionaire and notorious
playboy Ra?l, who suddenly asks her to marry
him. Knowing he could have any woman he
wants, she responds with an icy stare. It turns
out he’s just looking for a short-term marriage
with no emotional involvement, and he’s willing
to pay her handsomely for her trouble. Estelle,
desperately in need of the money, has no choice
but to accept…
House of Glass-Michelle Reid 2017-10-01 Read
this passionate Harlequin Presents from USA
Today bestselling author Michelle Reid. One
scandalous secret… Lily Norfolk's married life
was a lie. Now after the death of her husband,
she's determined that her long-held secret will
remain concealed. Until her tempestuous
relationship with her devastatingly handsome
brother-in-law, Dane threatens to expose the
depth of her deception. One forbidden night…
Despite their attraction, Dane has always
believed Lily married his brother for money. But
when their incendiary passion ignites for one
forbidden night, Dane finally learns just how
innocent Lily really is… Originally published in
1993
The Sheikh's Baby Scandal-Carol Marinelli
2016-09-01 Pregnant…by the playboy sheikh!
Playboy sheikh Kedah of Zazinia has loved every
minute he's spent earning his outrageous
reputation! But about to claim the throne, and
with a list of prospective brides being prepared,
Kedah knows he must soon accept his royal
duty… A scorching night with his poised
assistant, Felicia Hamilton, seems the perfect
distraction—and her cool beauty masks a desire
Kedah is hungering to ignite! But even Kedah
isn't prepared for the biggest scandal of all, when
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their one night together leaves Felicia pregnant
with his baby!
A Game with One Winner-Lynn Raye Harris
2013-04-01 Proud heiress on a losing streak?
Paparazzi darling Caroline Sullivan is hiding a
secret behind her dazzling-yet-inscrutable smile.
Her ex-flame, Russian businessman Roman
Kazarov, is back on the scene—is he seeking
revenge for her humiliating rejection or just to
take possession of her troubled business?
Sources confirm that the cutthroat Kazarov is
seriously ruffling the pristine feathers of the
normally cautious Caro…. Rumors of scorchinghot secret trysts are flying, but only one thing is
certain—in this supreme game of wills only one
person can win, and Roman believes he holds the
ace….
The Prince's Nine-Month Scandal-Caitlin Crews
2017-06-01 A shocking royal pregnancy! Personal
assistant Natalie Monette's life transforms when
she meets her secret identical twin. Except
Valentina is a sophisticated princess, unhappily
engaged to the supremely arrogant Crown Prince
Rodolfo. Impulsively, Natalie agrees to swap
identities for six weeks. Her plan is to put
Rodolfo in his place…until she's enticed by the
heat between them! Prince Rodolfo can't
understand why, having never felt any desire for
his betrothed, he now can't keep his hands off
this captivating woman. But scandal abounds
when he discovers who he's taken to his
bed…and that she's carrying his heir!
A Night in the Prince's Bed-Chantelle Shaw
2014-08-19 "Beautiful Mina Hart has overcome
her hearing impairment to become a leading
theater actress. But one stolen night with a
gorgeous stranger turns into headline news when
it's revealed he is the prinec of Storvhal."--Page 4
of cover.
A Shameful Consequence-Carol Marinelli
2012-02-21 "Nine month wedding night scandal!
Nico Eliades is back on the idyllic Greek island of
Xanos to uncover long-buried family secrets. He
can't help but notice a bride in a crumpled
wedding dress sitting on the steps of his hotel.
Constantine's orchestrated marriage is over
before the wedding night. A humiliated virgin
bride, she longs to feel desired, and at Nico's
skilled hands she experiences white-hot passion.
But their one night brings more than just shame
on Constantine and her family ... . Constantine
has no choice but to reveal her bombshell to
Nico--yet still her fingers tremble as she dials the
number for Eliades Enterprises"--Publisher.
PROOF OF THEIR SIN-Dani Collins 2018-12-08
Lauren is pregnant…and the father of her child is
a-night-of-scandal-uploady

her deceased husband’s best friend, Paolo! Three
months ago, her husband went missing in battle
and Lauren had only Paolo to depend on. When
the Italian banker told her the tragic news, they
turned to each other for comfort and wound up in
the bedroom. The small life within her is a ray of
hope for Lauren, but when she goes to Paolo to
announce the joyous news, he is cold-hearted and
dismissive: “Pregnant? Congratulations. Who is
the father?”
Bedded and Wedded for Revenge-Melanie
Milburne 2014-10-21 Gemma has just lost her
father, a famous hotel owner. According to his
will, her entire inheritance will go to her
stepmother unless Gemma is married by her next
birthday. Gemma tries to save her inheritance by
paying an ex-lover to marry her as a formality,
but right before her birthday, he pulls out, and
Gemma is left with nowhere to turn for help.
Enter Andreas, a bellboy who worked for her
father ten years ago?and is now a hotel tycoon
himself! He offers salvation for Gemma, the
woman who once looked down on him...but his
help comes with an outrageous condition.
Mistress For A Weekend-Susan Napier
2006-09-01 Nora Lang needs the most dangerous
man she can find! Enter tycoon Blake MacLeod.
He normally prefers sophisticated blondes that
don't require too much of his brainpower. But
Nora's a challenge…the perfect opportunity for a
little light relief. Until she acquires some
important information that he can't risk being
leaked. Now Blake has to make sure Nora doesn't
leave his sight—he'll make love to her for a whole
weekend!
His Penniless Beauty-Julia James 2010-07-01
Four years ago, Sophie loved Nikos Kazandros
with all her heart. What she didn't know was that
Nikos would take her virginity and then move
on…. Now, not knowing where to turn for money,
Sophie has taken a job she wouldn't normally
have considered. But on her very first night
things go disastrously wrong when she bumps
into…Nikos. He's outraged to see how she's
earning a living and knows he needs to stop her
immediately. But the only way to do that is to
keep her close and pay for her time….
Innocent's Nine-Month Scandal-Dani Collins
2019-04-01 “If you’re pregnant… …you’ll marry
me.” Control is everything to billionaire Viktor
Rohan. Then Rozalia Toth appears on his
mansion’s doorstep, looking for a family
heirloom, and throws his world into chaos! Her
sweetness intrigues him beyond measure…and as
their inescapable chemistry explodes, Viktor
realizes Rozi’s innocence isn’t an act! But their
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passion has consequences, and Viktor refuses to
let scandal ruin his family again. Their baby will
be legitimate! And Rozi? She will be his…
Discover this dramatic surprise pregnancy story!
The Guardian's Virgin Ward-Caitlin Crews
2016-12-01 He was her formidable
guardian…and she craved his touch! When
domineering Spaniard Izar Agustin was made
guardian to innocent Liliana Girard Brooks, he
couldn't have known that the passing years
would turn this young girl into an alluring woman
begging to be shown the unconscious desires of
her body. For as long as she can remember,
Liliana's coolly elusive keeper has haunted her
fevered imagination. Hoping to sever the ties
that bind them, she recklessly gives in to one
night of sensual abandon, shattering her naive
fantasies irrevocably. But the consequences of
that night will bind them together…forever!
All He Wants for Christmas-Karen Booth
2020-11-01 A holiday rendezvous leads to
unexpected attraction… for his brother’s widow.
For months, real estate developer Andrew
Sterling has been laser focused on destroying
Sterling Enterprises and bringing down his
brother. But Johnathan’s sudden death changes
everything—especially when Andrew learns his
brother’s widow is pregnant. Andrew has never
really seen Miranda Sterling…until now. As they
get closer, he must fight the forbidden feelings
that threaten more than his bottom line… From
Harlequin Desire: Luxury, scandal,
desire—welcome to the lives of the American
elite. The Sterling Wives Book 1: Once
Forbidden, Twice Tempted Book 2: High Society
Secrets Book 3: All He Wants for Christmas
A Ring for the Greek's Baby-Melanie Milburne
2017-08-01 From no strings… Notorious playboy
Loukas Kyprianos cannot forget his wild night
with sweet, innocent Emily Seymour. But when
he arrives in London to offer a no-strings
arrangement, Loukas uncovers a surprise
consequence of their passion—Emily is
expecting! To wearing his ring! Despite their
exquisite encounter, Emily knows Loukas can’t
give her the fairy tale she dreams of—so when he
insists they wed, she agrees for their child’s sake
alone. But their engagement fuels their hunger,
and when the irresistible Greek’s protection
turns to seduction it’s only a matter of time
before Emily succumbs to his touch!
Passionate Scandal-Michelle Reid 2018-07-01
Read this classic, passionate romance from USA
Today bestselling author Michelle Reid, now
available for the first time in e-book! The Taming
of Madeline Wild and wilful, Madeline had run
a-night-of-scandal-uploady

rings around the besotted men who fell for her
wicked blue eyes and black mane of hair. Until
she met Dominic Stanton. Their scandalous affair
and broken engagement had sent Madeline
running, crushed by a man who took his revenge
in the most public of ways. But now Madeline has
returned, poised and controlled, her inner fire
hidden — to everyone but Dominic. And,
somehow, two passionate adversaries will try to
end the bitterness that has driven their families
apart. But both know it’s a dangerous game…
Originally published in 1994
Do You Want to Start a Scandal-Tessa Dare
2016-09-27 On the night of the Parkhurst ball,
someone had a scandalous tryst in the library.
Was it Lord Canby, with the maid, on the divan?
Or Miss Fairchild, with a rake, against the wall?
Perhaps the butler did it. All Charlotte Highwood
knows is this: it wasn’t her. But rumors to the
contrary are buzzing. Unless she can discover
the lovers’ true identity, she’ll be forced to marry
Piers Brandon, Lord Granville—the coldest, most
arrogantly handsome gentleman she’s ever had
the misfortune to embrace. When it comes to
emotion, the man hasn’t got a clue. But as they
set about finding the mystery lovers, Piers
reveals a few secrets of his own. The oh-soproper marquess can pick locks, land punches,
tease with sly wit . . . and melt a woman’s knees
with a single kiss. The only thing he guards more
fiercely than Charlotte’s safety is the truth about
his dark past. Their passion is intense. The
danger is real. Soon Charlotte’s feeling torn. Will
she risk all to prove her innocence? Or surrender
it to a man who’s sworn to never love?
A NIGHT OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY-Jennie
Lucas 2018-03-14 【A story by USA Today
bestselling author becomes a comic!】Lilley is
invited to a ball by CEO Alessandro on the worst
day of her life. She had been despairing over her
broken life, but attending the ball with this
overwhelmingly gorgeous millionaire and
wearing stunning clothes of the highest quality,
she feels like she’s gone from being a pitiful little
mouse to Cinderella. She has a beautiful night
and gives him her virginity, but how long can she
keep her true identity from him?
Captive of My Desires-Johanna Lindsey
2007-04-17 Gabrielle Brooks accompanies her
pirate father on the high seas until he insists she
return to London to find a proper husband, only
to find herself falling for Drew Anderson, a
carefree sea captain with no interest in
matrimony.
SHEIKH'S SCANDAL-Lucy Monroe 2019-07-01
Aaliyah, a hotel clerk, is chosen as a floor
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manager to replace her late mother. Crown
Prince Sayed, from Aaliyah's ancestral country,
Zeena Safra, has plans to stay at London's
Chatsfield Hotel with his fiancée. Aaliyah,
shunned by her family for being born out of
wedlock, looks forward to meeting the prince of
the desert country she has never seen. But his
fiancée runs off and Aaliyah winds up spending
the night with the disappointed prince! After he
scolds her for hiding the fact that she was a
virgin, he whisks her away to his palace...
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Dark Castle-Anne Mather 2014-08-15 For the
first time since the break-up of their marriage,
Julie began to have doubts. Should she have
believed Jonas instead of Angela? But suppose
Jonas was innocent? Even if he weren't, it was no
use deceiving herself any longer. "I think you
ought to know, Angela," Julie said, "I still love
Jonas, no matter what he did. I may go after
him."
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